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Motivation

State of Deep Learning & Natural Language Processing in 2022:
Deep Learning models are still poorly understood (black box) [1]
Growing recognition of data quality importance (data-centric AI) [2]
Recent studies have shown there’s a considerable number of labeling 
errors in standard benchmark datasets (3.4% avg over 10 datasets) [3]

Error Analysis is a super-important but often overlooked part of the 
data science project lifecycle, both for models & datasets
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Goal

This project provides various methods to
analyze any NER model/dataset combination,
find labeling errors,
understand the model’s and dataset’s limitations.

Exemplified with a DistilBERT model [4] + ConLL03 dataset [5]
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Dataset: CoNLL03 [5]
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Dataset size

Label distribution

Data format



Implementations

Interactive, customizable visualization of neural network 
activations
Interactive, customizable similarity map of a 2d-projection of the 
model’s final layer’s hidden states (which are used for token 
classification)
HTML representation of dataset samples with token-level 
prediction + labels (extremely information-dense but highly useful)
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Neuron Activation Visualization (from Alammar, 2021 [1])

Inner workings of neural networks are still poorly understood
Non-negative Matrix Factorization reveals underlying patterns of 
neuron activations inside the model’s layers
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Interesting result: We can 
see that different factors 
correspond to different 
textual properties: 
pronouns, punctuation, 
beginning, middle, end, 
etc.



Similarity Map (like TensorFlow Embedding Projector [7])

Background: Texts are represented as high-dimensional vectors
Idea: Reduce dimensionality of those vectors so we can plot them 
onto a two-dimensional plane
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Benefit: By coloring data 
points by label/prediction, 
with mislabeled examples 
marked by a small black 
border, we can visually 
inspect the dataset to find 
mislabeled examples.



Libraries

streamlit for demoing
plotly and matplotlib for charting
transformers for providing the models, and datasets for, well, the 
datasets
a forked, slightly modified version of ecco for visualizing the neural 
net activations
sentence_transformers for finding potential duplicates
scikit-learn for TruncatedSVD & PCA, umap-learn for UMAP
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Main Paper

Alammar, Jay

Ecco: An Open Source Library for the Explainability of 
Transformer Language Models
Proceedings of the Joint Conference of the 59th Annual Meeting of the 
Association for Computational Linguistics and the 11th International 
Joint Conference on Natural Language Processing: System 
Demonstrations, pages 249–257, August 1st – August 6th, 2021.
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